Prep Night Work List
Meat & Cheese Preparation
Grilling Meat
Using grey tubs in the walk-in cooler, make sure the following is stocked:
- Brats – approx. 8-10 packages
- Hot Dogs – approx. 8-10 pkgs
- Chicken Breasts – approx. 8-10 bags (10 in each bag)
Note: Hamburger Patties stay frozen until placed on the grill

Taco Meat
Factor in our Opponent (do they travel well, live near or far), Weather (hot, cold, rain) when determining how many
crockpots to prepare.
HOME STAND: Use 6 crockpots if a large crowd is expected, 4 for smaller crowds.
VISITOR STAND: Use 2 crockpots
- Place liners in crock pots
- Fill each crock with 2 bags of taco meat – each bag is 10 lbs of meat
- Cover crocks and put on the rolling cart to go into the walk-in cooler

Nacho Cheese
Factor in our Opponent (do they travel well, live near or far), Weather (hot, cold, rain) when determining how many cans
to prepare.
HOME STAND: 4 cans if large crowd is expected, 3 for smaller crowds.
VISITOR STAND: 2 cans
Open each can, place plastic lid on top and put on the rolling cart to go into the walk-in cooler with the taco meat

Prep Night Work List
Serving Stations
MEAT STATION
HOME CONCESSION STAND-MIDDLE ISLAND
- Set out an electric skillet for each: Hot Dogs/Brats, Burgers and Chicken
- Set out tongs for each on foil wrap
- Ensure dog and burger buns are stocked/ordered

VISITOR CONCESSION STAND
- Set out 2 electric skillets for Hot Dogs/Brats and Burgers
- Set out small crock pot with liner for chicken
- Set out tongs for each on foil wrap
- Ensure dog and burger buns (approx. 6 each) are stocked/ordered

WALKING TACO TABLE (closest to cooler)
HOME CONCESSION STAND
- One Crock Pot plugged in and turned off
- (2) Small tongs, scissors & scoop on foil sheet
- Boxes with Dorito bags should be placed under the table, open the top box or 2.

VISITOR CONCESSION STAND
Walking Taco/Nacho
- Power Bar
- One Cheese Warmer with 1” of water in the bottom, plugged in and turned off
- Room for crockpot (this will be brought over from main stand on the night of the game)
- (2) small tongs, scissors & scoop on foil sheet
- Boxes with Doritos and Nacho chips should be placed directly under and should be opened/ready

NACHO/SUPER NACHO TABLE
HOME CONCESSION STAND
- Two Cheese Warmers with 1” of water in the bottom, plugged in and turned off
- One Crock Pot plugged in and turned off
- Scoop on foil sheet
- Boxes with nacho chips should be placed under the table, open the top box(es)
- Nacho Boats and Super Nacho containers are stacked on the shelf above the table

Prep Night Work List
Condiments, Popcorn, Candy, Drinks
CONDIMENTS
Prepare and group in walk-in cooler for each stand-home and visitor
-

-

Slice Onions
Prepare 2 containers each:
o Salsa
o Jalapenos
o Onions
o Sliced Pickles
Ensure sour cream, ketchup, mustard, and relish bottles are stocked/ordered for each stand

POPCORN – Make sure all are ready
-

Fill Popcorn Container
Popcorn Bags
Popcorn Salt
Utensils: 1 cup measuring cup, ½ cup measuring cup, Popcorn scoop
Empty boxes for housing full popcorn bags

CANDY
-

Fill all candy trays with available candy from the walk-in cooler
Reserve the smaller tray for the visitor stand

DRINKS
-

Fill both home and visitor stand upright coolers with available drinks from walk-in cooler

PAPER PRODUCTS
-

Set under front windows in both home and visitor stand: forks, spoons, napkins, coffee cups & lids

COLD WEATHER PREP
COFFEE
-

Prep coffee maker on middle island by drink cooler – set out filters & coffee
Set cream and sugar near front counter

HOT CHOCOLATE
-

Prep 3 large upright pots by checking for cleanliness. Set by hot water machine
Large spoon/whisk
Ensure 5-6 large cans of hot chocolate mix are stocked/ordered

